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Production of random DNA oligomers for scalable DNA
computing
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While remarkably complex networks of connected DNA molecules can form from a relatively small
number of distinct oligomer strands, a large computational space created by DNA reactions would
ultimately require the use of many distinct DNA strands. The automatic synthesis of this many distinct strands is economically prohibitive. We present here a new approach to producing distinct
DNA oligomers based on the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification of a few random template sequences. As an example, we designed a DNA template sequence consisting of a 50-mer
random DNA segment flanked by two 20-mer invariant primer sequences. Amplification of a dilute sample containing about 30 different template molecules allows us to obtain around 1011
copies of these molecules and their complements. We demonstrate the use of these amplicons to
implement some of the vector operations that will be required in a DNA implementation of an analog neural network.
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1 Introduction
In 1994, Adleman [1] proposed and demonstrated a
new way to solve in principle very complex problems using DNA molecular computation.This technique has been improved by introducing the selection of desired components in electrophoresis gels
containing bound target DNA oligomers [2]. Since
the first DNA computer was reported, various alternate schemes for DNA computing and self assembly have been proposed, all based on the property that complementary single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) oligomers can find each other in solution to
form Watson-Crick double strands. If the singlestranded oligomers are present in connected pairs
of distinct molecules [1, 2] or in higher multiples of
distinct molecules [3, 4], certain networks of molecules will form in space or time, depending on how
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the reactions are carried out. The structure of the
resulting networks will reflect the correlations encoded in the set of oligomer pairs or triads, etc.
While complex networks can form from a relatively small number of distinct oligomer strands, a
large computing power might ultimately require
the use of many more distinct DNA strands than
could be economically produced by automatic synthesis. Our new approach to producing the requisite distinct DNA oligomers is based on PCR amplification of a few molecules chosen from a collection of oligomers produced with random sequences. Our method could in principle be scaled
to produce millions of different DNA oligomers.
In Adleman’s classic DNA computing paper [1],
a small-scale directed Hamiltonian path problem
was solved by encoding the cities and paths of the
problem in complementary DNA molecules that
would find each other in solution and, by the
process of self assembly, produce a small number of
connected DNA oligomers representing the correct
result. Liu et al. [5, 6] proposed another technique
that involves the immobilization and manipulation
of combinatorial mixtures of DNA on a gold-coated
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coverslip. A set of DNA molecules encoding all candidate solutions is synthesized and attached to the
surface. Successive cycles of hybridization operations and exonuclease digestion are used to identify and eliminate those members that are not solutions. After completing all of the multiple-step cycles, the solution to the computational problem is
identified using PCR to amplify the remaining molecules, which are then hybridized to an addressed
array. The advantages of this approach are its scalability and potential to be automated. However, the
shortcomings are the low efficiency of DNA attaching to the gold-coated surface and the requirements of large quantities of different synthesized
DNA strands. DNA computation approaches using
the ability of pairs of distinct oligomers to join in
chains have been used to suggest a way to solve the
SAT problem [7], to perform binary addition [8, 9],
and to solve the maximal clique problem [10]. Inspired by Adleman’s work using DNA renaturization to effect a computation, the energy of hybridization of DNA fuel strands has also been used
to run nanomachines [11, 12] (for a review see
[13]).
The operations of joining various strands of
DNA may be thought of as a series of matrix multiplications with the matrix elements being represented by couplets of joined single-stranded
oligomers and vectors by singlets [14]. An analog
neural network may be represented by saturable
matrix operations [15] and hence may be represented by chemical operations performed on
strands of DNA [16, 17]. The latter references have
described a particular set of DNA operations to effect the interconversion of electrical and DNA data,
to represent the Hopfield associative memory [15],
and to implement the feed-forward neural network
of Rumelhart et al. [18]. This type of DNA computing has the advantage that it should be fault tolerant and thus more immune to DNA hybridization
errors than a Boolean DNA computer [19]. To extend this method to problems of n dimensions, one
will need n different basis DNA oligomers and their
complements. Thus really interesting applications
using thousands of dimensions will be impractical
if the different basis vectors must be synthesized
individually.
The idea of representing a vector space by concentrations of various chemicals may be traced to
Weyl’s suggestion [20] of a vector space composed
of a mixture of four gases, with unit concentrations
of the pure gases standing for unit vectors in the
various dimensions. We note that Adleman in his
original DNA computing experiment [1] used random 20-mers to represent his basis vectors, but
these were specified as definite sequences that
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were produced by a DNA synthesizer. Non-random
designs for oligomers with advantageous properties for DNA computing have been proposed [21],
but such basis vectors would be impractical for calculations in a large number of dimensions. Here, we
describe a new method in which we make the material representing each basis vector in a DNA vector space by PCR-amplifying a few random DNA
oligomers into a macroscopic sample of oligomers
and their complements. The problem of negative
amplitudes needed for a true vector space representation is solved by assigning concentrations of
the complementary DNA oligomers to stand for
negative concentrations. Such a convention has the
desired property that equal concentrations of positive and negative basis vectors will cancel out by
becoming inactive double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)
after a period of time. The template material for
generating our basis vectors is a commercially synthesized 90-mer ssDNA oligomer, specified as a 50mer random sequence flanked by two distinct 20mer fixed DNA strands serving as the primer set for
PCR. A sample containing about 30 template molecules with different DNA sequences is obtained by
repeated dilutions of template in nuclease-free water. After 38 cycles of PCR we obtain approximately 1011 copies of these 30 molecules. Asymmetric
PCR (using initially only one primer and then the
other one) yields usable amounts of two samples
containing single-stranded template copies and
their complements for our use in various matrix
operations for implementing an analog neural network DNA computing algorithm. We infer that it
will be possible to scale up to obtain large numbers
(at least hundreds) of distinct DNA template molecule sets.

2
2.1

Materials and methods
Primer and random DNA sequence designing

In this experiment, we chose two primers from the
website http://www.realtimeprimers.org/ with sequences: primer L20-002-MWG: 5’-AAGAGCCATGCTACTGTTGG-3’ and primer R20-002-MWG: 5’GGAACTTCACAGATAGCCTC-3’, both from MWG
Biotech. Tag-primer L20-002-MWG and Tagprimer R20-002-MWG (MWG Biotech) were obtained by adding TET and AA to 5’ end of primer
L20-002-MWG and primer R20-002-MWG, respectively. The template labeled as: template 90-002: 5’AAGAGCCATGCTACTGTTGGNN…NNGAGGCTATCTGTGAAGTTCC-3’ was from Integrated
DNA Technologies, Inc, with the middle 50-mer
random sequences made by machine mixing: 30% T,
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20% A, 26% G and 24% C. Both the primers and the
template were checked using software AnnHyb
4.920 to reduce the chance of primer dimer or hairpin formation. It is essential to purchase the
primers and templates from different vendors, as
there may be a chance that minute traces of template from the solid matrix of the synthesizer contaminates the primers.
Our primary interest in the design of strands is
that they are orthogonal (i.e., they do not hybridize
to one another). Concerns about the differential activity of polymerase on differing nucleosides are allayed by two points. First, even if certain strands
were amplified more than others, there would be a
negligible effect in output intensity of the polyacrylamide gel. This benefit of “fault tolerance” is
one which we believe makes analog neural network
architectures most attractive. Second, any fragmentation that occurs is minimal, as evidenced by
a lack of fragmentation in our output gels.

2.2

PCR and asymmetric PCR

To reduce the formation of primer dimers before
PCR starts, we selected Finnzymes’ DyNAzymeTM
II hot start DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs), a modified form of the DyNAzymeTM II DNA
Polymerase originating from Thermus brockianus.
It is inactive at room temperature, and the activity
is recovered by a 10-min incubation step at 94°C.
The enzyme improves the specificity of PCR by
preventing the extension of non-specifically bound
primers during reaction setup and the first heating
cycle. Besides PCR primers and templates, each
100-μL solution contains 0.2 mM dNTP (New England Biolabs), 1× DyNAzymeTM II hot start DNA
polymerase reaction buffer [15 mM Tris-HCl,
30 mM KCl, 5 mM (NH4)2SO4, 2.5 mM MgCl2,
0.02 % BSA, pH 8.2 at 25°C), 1.2 μL 2 U/μL hot start
polymerase and nuclease-free water (Integrated
DNA Technologies). In our experiment, we combined the annealing and extension steps. A 38 cycle
symmetric PCR and a 30 cycle asymmetric PCR
(initial 10-min incubation at 94°C; denaturation at
94°C for 30 s, annealing and extension at 50°C for
90 s; after 38 or 30 cycles, incubation at 72°C for
10 min to maximize the extension, and then maintenance at 4°C) were used to get ssDNA amplicons.
We sealed each PCR test tube with a hot glue gun
before putting them into the thermal incubator to
prevent cross contamination.
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perature, vertical gel tank with cycling water and
one sapphire plate covering the gel was used to
maintain the desired temperature uniformly across
the gel. Tris-Borate-EDTA buffer (1×, Sigma) was
used as the running buffer and 1× bromophenol
blue buffer as the loading buffer; 6 μL solution was
added to each gel well. Gel electrophoresis was run
at 107 V and 40°C for 70 min.

2.4

SYBR Gold (Molecular Probes) nucleic acid gel
stain was used to stain DNA after gel electrophoresis. This is the most sensitive fluorescent stain
available for detecting ds- or ss- DNA or RNA in
electrophoresis gels. It is a proprietary unsymmetrical cyanine dye with excitation maxima for dyenucleic acid complexes at ~495 nm in the visible
and ~300 nm in the ultraviolet and with emission
maximum at ~537 nm. For detecting DNA and RNA,
SYBR Gold stain is more than 10-fold more sensitive than ethidium bromide and does not require a
destaining step due to the low intrinsic fluorescence of the unbound dye. In our experiment, the
polyacrylamide gel with DNA was immersed into a
stain buffer (formed by mixing 5 μL 10 000× SYBR
Gold gel stain with 10 mL 10× TBE buffer and 90 mL
double-distilled water) at room temperature for
40 min.

2.5

Data analysis using Kodak 1D system

Laser light [312 nm UV light (Fisher Scientific), or
488 nm or 514 nm] was used to excite the SYBR
Gold-nucleic acid complexes. The exposure time
was 8 s. The concentration and mobility of the DNA
strands were measured using a Kodak 1D image
analysis system (Fisher Scientific).

2.6 DNA extraction from polyacrylamide gel using
QIAEX® II gel extraction kits
To obtain pure DNA strands, a small piece of gel
containing the required DNA band was cut using a
razor blade and crushed in a test tube with a pipette
tip. A QIAEX® II gel extraction kit was used to purify DNA strands.

3
3.1

2.3

SYBR Gold gel stain

Results and discussion
Amplifying 30 molecules using PCR

DNA PAGE

To check the results, 15% TBE gels and 10–20% gradient Tris-HCl gels were used. A controlled-tem-
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One microliter of the 50 µM Template 90-002 was
diluted with 1000 µL nuclease-free water (IDT) and
labeled as D-1 with a concentration of 30 × 109 mol-
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ecules/µL. Serial 103 dilutions (1 µL in 1000 µL nuclease-free water) were made yielding D-2
(30 × 106molecules/µL), D-3 (30 × 103molecules/
µL), and D-4 (30molecules/ µL). Also 1 µL D-3 was
diluted into 100 µL of nuclease-free water and labeled as D-3.5 (300 molecules/µL). After 38 cycles
of PCR, the template can be amplified approximately 238≈1011-fold. Experimental evidence for an
efficiency approaching unity for Taq polymerase
can be found in Wolffs et al. [22]. In this reference,
the authors use the efficiency equation “E =
(10–1/slope) – 1”, which was derived from an earlier
work [23]. Experiments performed by Wolffs et al.
show a value of –3.3229 for the slope in this equation, which yields E = 0.99959. While the experiments in the paper of Wolffs et al. were performed
using real-time PCR, the results stated therein are
suggestive of a high efficiency in our experiment.
The initial 30 molecules in a 100 µL solution will
become 3 × 1012 molecules, giving a concentration
of 0.05 µM. Table 1 shows the materials for PCR.
The products were run in a 10–20% gradient TrisHCl polyacrylamide gel. The gel was stained in
SYBR Gold for 40 min and the image was taken using a 488-nm laser.
The results in Fig. 1 show a band around 90 bp
from lanes 1 to 8. The long dark bands above 90 bp
in lanes 1 and 2 with initial 30×106 random DNA
molecules may be explained as those 90-base DNA
oligomers that act as their own primers, thus producing long primer dimers. The long dark bands
above 90 bp in lanes 3 and 4 with initial 30 000 random DNA molecules can be accounted for in the
same way. In contrast, the initial 300 molecules produce fewer long bands with more primer strands
left in lanes 5 and 6. For the initial 30 molecules in
lanes 7 and 8, the longest bands do not appear and
the primers produced more primer dimers around
40 bp.The control lanes (9–12) without the template
show no amplified signals around 90 bp.The results
indicate that we succeeded in getting larger quantities (approximately 5 pmol) of multiplicities of 30
different molecules using 38 cycles hot-start PCR.

Figure 1. Gel electrophoresis of PCR amplifying random DNA sequence
in a 10–20% gradient Tris-HCl polyacrylamide gel. Lane M, 20 bp DNA
marker. Lanes 1 and 2, PCR amplicons of D-2; lanes 3 and 4, PCR amplicons of D-3; lanes 5 and 6, PCR amplicons of D-3.5; lanes 7 and 8, PCR
amplicons of D-4; lanes 9 and 10 are controls without the initial DNA template; lanes 11 and 12, controls with sealed caps.

3.2 Making two basis vectors and their probes using asymmetric PCR
From the above PCR products, two samples containing 30 different amplified molecules were chosen and labeled as A and B. Theoretically, these two
samples should each contain 30 different molecules, and there is a small probability that they have
one sequence in common. Each of these two samples represents a “basis vector”. In this case, the sequences that are complementary to each of these
samples can be isolated and used to “eliminate” one
of the basis vectors by allowing them to hybridize.
Our method using several different types of molecules has an advantage over the use of a single type
of molecule due to the difficulties inherent in the
amplification of such a small sample (such as obtaining a single molecule from a solution and the
time required for PCR). Further, since the readout
of a result is given as a ratio of intensities in gel, this

Table 1. Materials used in PCR

1 μL template
10 mM dNTP
2 U/μL hot start DNA polymerase
10× hot start reaction buffer
20 μM Left L20
20 μM Right R20
Nuclease-free water
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1
μL]
[μ

2
μL]
[μ

3
μL]
[μ

4
μL]
[μ

5
μL]
[μ

6
μL]
[μ

7
μL]
[μ

8
μL]
[μ

9
μL]
[μ

10
μL]
[μ

11
μL]
[μ

12
μL]
[μ

D-2
2
1.2
10
1
1
83.8

D-2
2
1.2
10
1
1
83.8

D-3
2
1.2
10
1
1
83.8

D-3
2
1.2
10
1
1
83.8

D-3.5
2
1.2
10
1
1
83.8

D-3.5
2
1.2
10
1
1
83.8

D-4
2
1.2
10
1
1
83.8

D-4
2
1.2
10
1
1
83.8

0
2
1.2
10
1
1
84.8

0
2
1.2
10
1
1
84.8

0
2
1.2
10
1
1
84.8

0
2
1.2
10
1
1
84.8
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system is fault tolerant. To improve the signal to
noise ratio, the standard aliquot used for a basis
vector has only to be increased.The signal will then
become brighter in a polyacrylamide gel by a factor
much larger than any errors in the system.
The buffer and small molecules were eliminated from the solution by the Edge gel filtration
method. Initially, two Edge gel filtration cartridges
were centrifuged at 2900 rpm for 3 min. The cartridges were then transferred to two clean microcentrifuge tubes and 80 µL A or B were added to the
packed columns. Finally, they were centrifuged at
2900 rpm for 2 min and the pure DNA oligomers
were obtained and used as the template for the following asymmetric PCR. For the asymmetric PCR,
the solution was first heated to 94°C for 10 min.This
was followed by 30 cycles of PCR (94°C for 30 s to
denature dsDNA, and 50°C for 90 s for annealing
and extension steps) to linearly amplify the templates. Finally, the solutions were kept at 72°C for
10 min to optimize the polymerization. In Table 2
shows the 20-base primers and 22-base TET-labeled primers used.
In Fig. 2, lanes 1–4 contain six bands. Compared
to 90-base template 90-002 in lane 9, the band
around 140 bp is the 90-base ssDNA amplified by
asymmetric PCR, and the band at 90 bp is the remaining 90-bp template after the asymmetric PCR.
The higher intensity of bands in lanes 1 and 3 than
those of lanes 2 and 4 indicates that the efficiency
of the asymmetric PCR using one direction primer
is larger than using the other direction primer due
to the annealing temperature difference between
these two primers. Using software AnnHyb 4.920,
the melting temperature for 1.25 µM primer L20 at
50 mM salt concentration is 56.5°C, while the melting temperature for 1.25 µM primer R20 at 50 mM
salt concentration is 53.9°C. Therefore, primer L20
has a higher annealing ability than primer R20
when 50°C is used as the annealing temperature.
The other possible reason is that the 3’ GG end of

Figure 2. Gel electrophoresis of 30-cycle asymmetric PCR products at
107 V at 40°C in a 15% TBE gel. Lane M, 20-bp DNA ladder. Lane 1, products of template A and primer L20 only; lane 2, template A and primer R20
only; lane 3, products of template B and primer L20 only; lane 4, template
B and primer R20 only; lane 5, product of template A and Tag-L20 only;
lane 6, product of template A and Tag-R20 only; lane 7, product of template B and Tag-L20 only; lane 8; product of template B and Tag-R20 only;
lane 9, 10 μL 0.5 μM template 90-002.

primer L20-002 is much easier to anneal to template than the 3’ TC end of primer R20. The three
bands between 20 and 80 bp may come from primer
dimers. The amplified 92-base ssDNA and 92-bp
dsDNA with overhang in lanes 5–8 move slower
than the 90-base ssDNA and 90-bp dsDNA in
lanes 1–4, respectively, due to the two extra As and
TET at the 5’ end of Tag-primer L20 and Tagprimer R20. Figure 2 shows that the formation of
ssDNA using Tag-primers has a lower product than
that of primers.This indicates that asymmetric PCR
using an imperfectly matched primer will yield low
products, which may be caused by steric hindrance
due to the tag’s presence. This mechanism needs
further study.

3.3 Purifying the 90-base ssDNA and its complement after the asymmetric PCR
The asymmetric PCR products come with some unwanted longer or shorter strands. To get pure am-

Table 2. Samples used in the asymmetric PCR

Template
10 mM dNTP
2 U/μL hot start
DNA Polymerase
10× hot start
Reaction Buffer
50 μM Left L20
50μM Right R20
Nuclease-free water

1’
μL]
[μ

2’
μL]
[μ

3’
μL]
[μ

4’
μL]
[μ

16A
4

16A
4

16B
4

16B
4

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

20
5
0
152.6

20
0
5
152.6

20
5
0
152.6

20
0
5
152.6
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5’
μL]
[μ

6’
μL]
[μ

7’
μL]
[μ

8’
μL]
[μ

Template(μL)
10 mM dNTP

16A
4

16A
4

16B
4

16B
4

2 U/μL hot start

2.4

2.4

2.4

2.4

20
2.5
0
155.1

20
0
2.5
155.1

20
2.5
0
155.1

20
0
2.5
155.1

10× hot start
100 μM Tag-L20
100 μM Tag-R20
Nuclease-free water
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plicons, each band was excised on the gel from the
eight samples, and the gel containing the asymmetric PCR-amplified ssDNA strands was cut. ssDNA
strands were purified following the QIAEX® II gel
extraction procedure. The diffusion coefficient can
be obtained using the Nernst-Einstein relation:
D=μkT/q, where μ is the mobility, k is Boltzmann’s
constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, and q is
the charge. In our experiment, the length of DNA
was 90 bases, so μ≈5 × 10–5 cm2/vs, kT≈1/40 eV at
room temperature and q=90e. Thus, D≈10–8cm2/s
and the root mean square (RMS) of diffusion length
over 3 h would be λrms=(Dt)1/2=0.1 mm. Because the
size of the gel fragments after grinding is smaller
than 0.1 mm, the DNA oligomers in the gel can easily diffuse out into the elution buffer (0.5 M ammonium acetate, 10 mM magnesium acetate, 1 mM
EDTA, pH 8.0, 0.1% SDS) which is maintained at
50°C.
Of each ssDNA strand, 20 µL was obtained using QIAEX II gel extraction kits. Of this, 2 µL was
taken and diluted with 8 µL nuclease-free water
and loaded into a 15% TBE gel. The electrophoresis
was run at 107 V and 40°C for 80 min. The gel was
then soaked in SYBR Gold gel stain solution for
40 min. The image shown in Fig. 3 was taken using
312-nm UV light. The concentrations of ssDNA in
lanes 1–8 were calculated by comparison with the
0.5 µM template 90-002 in lane 9, and these are
shown in Fig. 4. Because 2 µL of initial concentration of samples were diluted into 8 µL nucleasefree water, the initial concentration should be calculated as Cinitial=5Cmeasured as shown in Table 3.
We then tested the annealing efficiency of
ssDNA strands and their complements. Table 4
shows the sample components. For samples 1 and
2, the excess A and A-bar, and the excess B and
B-bar were mixed with nuclease-free water. For
sample 3, the excess A and B-bar were mixed with
nuclease-free water. For sample 4, A and B were
mixed together. Samples 5–8 are similar but contain
about 40 mM NaCl. Figures 5a and b show the electrophoresis of samples with the annealing temperature at 37°C and at 60°C, respectively. In both figures, the increased intensity of 90-bp dsDNA in
lanes 5 and 6 compared to that of lanes 1 and 2
shows that 30–40 mM NaCl enhances the annealing
efficiency because it can weaken the electro-repul-

Figure 3. Gel electrophoresis of purified ssDNA in a 15% TBE gel.
Lane M, 20-bp DNA ladder. Lanes 1–8, pure ssDNA samples from corresponding lanes of Fig. 2. Lane 9, 10 μL 0.5 μM template 90-002.

Figure 4. Calculated band concentration of purified ssDNA strands versus
lane numbers. The standard, lane 9, has a concentration of 0.5 μM.

sion force between the two complementary strands
and thus lower Tm.
In Fig. 5a, lanes 5–7 with 30–40 mM NaCl contain
thicker bands near the top of the gel, which may
come from tangled DNA strands.When the annealing temperature was increased to 60°C, the bands
disappeared and more dsDNA at 90-bp was formed
as shown in lanes 5–7 of Fig. 5b. Comparing these
two images, it can be seen that the efficiency of produced dsDNA greatly increases as the annealing
temperature increases. Thus, 30–40 mM NaCl and
an annealing temperature of 60°C are two impor-

Table 3. Calculated initial concentration of pure samples

Label
Name
Concentration (μM)
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

A
A
1.87

A-bar
A-bar
0.55

B
B
1.86

B-bar
B-bar
0.72

TET-A
A*
0.2

TET-A-bar
A*-bar
0.4

TET-B
B*
0.2

TET-B-bar
B*-bar
0.25

© 2009 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 5. Gel electrophoresis of DNA samples
annealed at 37°C (a) and 60°C (b) in 15% TBE
gels. Lane M, 20-bp DNA ladder. Lanes 1 and 2,
annealing products of A and A-bar, B and B-bar,
respectively; lane 3, bubble DNA formed by annealing A and B-bar; lane 4, ssDNA A and B;
lanes 5–8, repeat of lanes 1–4 annealing with
30–40 mM NaCl.

Table 4. Samples for testing the annealing conditions for ssDNA
oligomers and their complements.

Table 5. Vectors detected using four fluorescent probes

Sample component
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1 μL 1.87 μM A + 3 μL 0.55 μM A-bar + 6 μL nuclease-free water
1 μL 1.86 μM B + 2 μL 0.72 μM B-bar + 7 μL nuclease-free water
1 μL 1.87 μM A + 2 μL 0.72 μM B-bar + 7 μL nuclease-free water
1 μL 1.87 μM A + 1 μL 1.86 μM B + 8 μL nuclease-free water
1 μL 1.87 μM A + 3 μL 0.55 μM A-bar + 6 μL 50 mM NaCl
1 μL 1.86 μM B + 2 μL 0.72 μM B-bar + 7 μL 50 mM NaCl
1 μL 1.87 μM A + 2 μL 0.72 μM B-bar + 7 μL 50 mM NaCl
1 μL 1.87 μM A + 1 μL 1.86 μM B + 8 μL 50 mM NaCl

tant factors to obtain dsDNA from random ssDNA
and its complement.

3.4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Vector +
probes

Results

V1 + A*
V1 + A*-bar
V1 + B*
V1 + B*-bar
V2 + A*
V2 + A*-bar
V2 + B*
V2 + B*-bar
Vtotal + A*
Vtotal + A*-bar
Vtotal + B*
Vtotal+ B*-bar

A+0.5B+ A*
(A|A*-bar)+0.5B
A+0.5B+ B*
A+ 0.5(B|B*-bar) + 0.5B*-bar
0.5(A-bar|A*)+ 0.25B +0.5 A*
0.5A-bar+0.25B+ A*-bar
0.5A-bar+0.25B+ B*
0.5A-bar+0.25(B|B*-bar)+ 0.75 B*-bar
0.5A+0.5(A|A-bar)+0.75B+ A*
0.5(A|A*-bar)+0.5 A*-bar +0.5(A|A-bar)+0.75B
0.5A+0.5(A|A-bar)+0.75B+ B*
0.5A+0.5(A|A-bar)+0.75(B|B*-bar)+0.25B*-bar

Vector addition of two DNA vectors

To determine whether the basis vectors made of
random strands are useful, we again tested the vector addition of two DNA vectors [19], but this time
using our new random DNA basis vectors. Using
the procedures described above, we obtained two
basis vectors, which we label A and B, along with
their complementary strands (A-bar and B-bar)
and fluorescent probes. We define two vectors that
we wished to add as V1 and V2: V1 = A+0.5B, V2 =
−0.5 A +0.25B = 0.5A-bar + 0.25B, where the negative basis vector has been represented by the complement of the basis vector as discussed above. The
sum of the two vectors is: Vtotal = V1 + V2 =
(A+0.5B) + (0.5A-bar + 0.25B) = 0.5 A + 0.5 (A|Abar) + 0.75B =0.5 A + 0.75B, where the dsDNA (A|Abar) is defined to be zero. Figure 6 shows the detailed vector addition in a 2-D coordinate system, in
which distances along the positive X axis are proportional to the concentration of the basis vector A,
whereas along the negative X axis the distances are
proportional to the concentration of A-bar. A simi-

© 2009 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Figure 6. Addition of two vectors using the representation in DNA basis
vector space. Two basis vectors A and B are represented by DNA strands
amplified by the asymmetric PCR. V1=A + 0.5B, V2=–0.5A + 0.25B and
Vtotal=0.5A + 0.75B.
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Table 6. Concentration of basis vectors, and their complements and fluorescent probes for the vector addition experiment

Concentration (μM)
Volume for 1 U (μL)

A

A-bar

B

B-bar

A*

A*-bar

B*

B*-bar

2.43
0.62

0.9
1.66

1.88
0.8

1.15
1.3

0.34
4.45

0.48
3.12

0.4
3.76

0.48
3.15

Table 7. Basis vector composition of three vectorsa)

8V1
8V2
4Vtotal

8A+4B
4A-bar+2B
4V1 +4 V2

4.96 μL A+ 3.2 μL B +1 μL 1 M NaCl +10.84 μL N-water
6.64 μL A-bar+ 1.6 μL B+ 1 μL 1 M NaCl +10.76 μL N-water
2.48 μL A+3.32 μL A-bar+2.4 μL B+ 1 μL 1 M NaCl + 10.8 μL water

a) N-water, nuclease-free water.

lar convention holds for the Y axis. Table 5 shows
how to test three vectors with four probes A*, A*bar, B* and B*-bar. The letters with stars represent
fluorescent probes, with A*, A*-bar, B* and B*-bar
being the complements of A-bar,A, B-bar and B, respectively, but with two extra bases and TET molecules dangling at the 5’ end.
Table 6 shows the concentration of eight ssDNA
molecules used in this experiment. We defined
1.5 pmol as 1 U and calculated the volume of 1 U of
different DNA strands. First, 8V1 and 8V2 are made
as shown in Table 7. Then 4Vtotal is made by mixing
half of 8V1 and half of 8V2 together. Nuclease-free
water (10 µL) was added to 4V1 and 4V2 8(final volume 20 µL). All the samples were then incubated at
60°C for 1 h; 13 samples were made (as shown in
Table 8) and samples 1–12 were incubated at 60°C
for 1 h. After being mixed with 1× loading buffer, all
of these materials were loaded onto a 15-well 15%
TBE gel. The electrophoresis was run at 107 V and
40°C for 80 min. The fluorescence image of the
TET-labeled DNA shown in Fig. 7 was taken with
the excitation of a 15-mW 514-nm laser.
In Table 5, samples 1, 3, 6, 7, 9 and 11 contain
only ssDNA probes, so only the ssDNA bands can
be seen. The signals in the corresponding lanes in
Fig. 7A support our prediction. Samples 2, 4, 5, 8, 10
and 12 contain dsDNA formed by normal ssDNA
and probes, which correspond to the fluorescence
signals in Fig. 7A.Those thickest bands near the top
of the gel in lanes 2, 4, 6, 7, 10 and 12 may be clusters formed by the reaction between probe-bar and
non-complement DNA or between DNA-bar and
non-complement probe. The ssDNA band in lane 2
may come from the excess amount of A*-bar. From
Table 5, the amount of ssDNA B*-bar and dsDNA
(B|B*-bar) in sample 4 is equal, which matches well
with the signals in lane 4 of Fig. 7A. The theoretical
prediction of the ratio of ssDNA A* to dsDNA
(A-bar|A*) of sample 5 is 1:1; however, the signal of
ssDNA is apparently stronger than that of dsDNA
in lane 5, which may be caused by the excess
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Table 8. Samples for detecting addition results using four fluorescence
probes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

5 μL V1 +4.45 μL A* + 0.5 μL 1 M NaCl + 5.05 μL water
5 μL V1 +3.12 μL A*-bar + 0.5 μL 1M NaCl + 6.38 μL water
5 μL V1 +3.76 μL B* + 0.5 μL 1 M NaCl + 5.74 μL water
5 μL V1 +3.15 μL B*-bar + 0.5 μL 1 M NaCl + 6.35 μL water
5 μL V2 +4.45 μL A* + 0.5 μL 1 M NaCl + 5.05 μL water
5 μL V2 +3.12 μL A*-bar + 0.5 μL 1 M NaCl + 6.38 μL water
5 μL V2 +3.76 μL B* + 0.5 μL 1 M NaCl + 5.74 μL water
5 μL V2 +3.15 μL B*-bar + 0.5 μL 1 M NaCl + 6.35 μL water
5 μL Vtotal +4.45 μL A* + 0.5 μL 1 M NaCl + 5.05 μL water
5 μL Vtotal +3.12 μL A*-bar + 0.5 μL 1 M NaCl + 6.38 μL water
5 μL Vtotal +3.76 μL B* + 0.5 μL 1 M NaCl + 5.74 μL water
5 μL Vtotal+3.15 μL B*-bar + 0.5 μL 1 M NaCl + 6.35 μL water
3 μL 1 μM TET-prime L20

probes A*. The theoretical prediction of the ratio
between B* and (B|B*-bar) of sample 8 is 3:1, and
the ratio between the intensity of ssDNA signal and
that of dsDNA signal matches well. The theoretical
prediction of the ratio between A*-bar and
(A|A*-bar) of sample 10 is 1:1, but the signal of ssDNA is weaker than that of dsDNA. It may be that
some A*-bar and ssDNA B formed the cluster DNA
shown at the top of lane 10 due to the alternative
opening and closing states of bubble-dsDNA structures, which are easily trapped in the gel . The theoretically predictable ratio between (B|B*-bar) and
B*-bar of sample 12 is 3:1, but the ratio between
these two bands in lane 12 is slightly smaller, because some of probes B*-bar react with A and form
longer DNA clusters that can be seen at the top of
lane 12. The intensities of dsDNA in lanes 2, 4, 5, 8,
10 and 12 of Fig. 7A indicate the components of A
of V1, B of V1, A-bar of V2, B of V2, A of Vtotal, and B
of Vtotal, respectively. By integrating the intensity of
these dsDNA signals, and dividing them by the intensity of A of V1, the normalized components were
obtained as V1=1A+0.62B, V2=–0.28A+0.25B and
Vtotal=0.51A+0.88B shown in Fig. 7B. The theoretical and experimental data were plotted in Fig. 7C.
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(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Fluorescence images of vectors using a 15-mW 514-nm laser.
The electrophoresis was run at 107 V and 40°C for 80 min. (a) Lanes 1–4,
fluorescence signal of V1 detected using A*, A*-bar, B* and B*-bar, respectively. Lanes 5–8, fluorescence signal of V2 detected using A*, A*-bar, B*
and B*-bar, respectively. Lanes 9–12, fluorescence signal of Vtotal using A*,
A*-bar, B* and B*-bar, respectively. Lane 13, 3 pmol 22-base TET
primerL20. (b) The normalized intensities. Experimental results are
V1=1A + 0.62B, V2=–0.28A + 0.25B and Vtotal=0.51A + 0.88B obtained directly from the fluorescence signals. (c) The plot of theoretical value
Vtotal=0.5A + 0.75B, data from the numerical sum of the separate intensities measured for V1 and V2 and data from the DNA vector sum Vtotal.

The results indicate that the theoretical value and
experimental value fit well.
To further investigate the theoretical prediction,
the gel was stained in SYBR Gold solution for
40 min and the image shown in Fig. 8 was taken
with 312-nm UV light. The overall trend in Fig. 8 is
similar to that in Fig. 7. Samples 1, 3, 6, 7 and 13 contain only ssDNA, which can be seen in lanes 1, 3, 6,
7 and 13 of Fig. 8. The others contain dsDNA and
can be seen in the corresponding lanes in Fig. 8. In
lanes 2 and 4, only dsDNA bands can be seen
because most of ssDNA formed DNA clusters at
the top band. In lanes 5 and 8, both a dsDNA and
ssDNA band are seen and their intensity is approximately equal because more SYBR Gold binds
to dsDNA than to an equal length of ssDNA. In
lanes 9 and 11, the intensity of ssDNA is stronger
than that of dsDNA because the amount of dsDNA
is much less than that of ssDNA. In lane 12, the
amount of dsDNA is much larger than that of
ssDNA so that the intensity of dsDNA is much
stronger than that of ssDNA. Thus, vector addition

© 2009 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Figure 8. Gel images of vectors using 312-nm UV light after SYBR Gold
gel stain. The electrophoresis was run at 107 V and 40°C for 80 min.
Lane M, 20-bp DNA ladder. Lanes 1–4, SYBR Gold signal of V1 with A*, A*bar, B* and B*-bar, respectively. Lanes 5–8, SYBR Gold signal of V2 with
A*, A*-bar, B* and B*-bar, respectively. Lanes 9–12, SYBR Gold signal of
Vtotal with A*, A*-bar, B* and B*-bar, respectively. Lane 13, 22-base ssDNA
TET-primerL20.
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can be implemented by random DNA strands from
PCR and asymmetric PCR.
Comparing these results with the similar earlier experiment on vector addition [19] using DNA
unit vectors supplied by a commercial vendor using
solid state synthesis, the results of the previous experiment exhibited deviations from perfect addition amounting to 10–40% of the expected vector increments, but were qualitatively the same as the results obtained in the present work. The inaccuracies may be attributed to uncertainties in pipetting
small volumes of liquid and in imprecisely known
concentrations of the DNA components.

4

Concluding remarks

Here we proposed a method to obtain large numbers of different DNA oligomer samples that are
relatively inexpensive and unlikely to hybridize
with each other. Samples containing only 30 random molecules were successfully amplified using
PCR.These multiplicities of 30 molecules were further amplified using asymmetric PCR to give useful quantities of DNA oligomers that may be utilized as basis vectors for matrix operations. The
basis vectors are thus represented by solutions of
ssDNA oligomers and their complements. Starting
with two basis vectors and their complements, we
constructed two vectors, the amplitudes of which
were proportional to the concentrations of the basis vectors. The two vectors were added by mixing
their representative solutions, and vector sum so
formed agreed to within 25% of the expected vector
sum. We conclude that our random amplicons are
able to implement some of the vector operations
that will be required in a DNA implementation of
an analog neural network.
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